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Founded in 1974, the Tim Horton’s
Foundation Camps serve youth from
Tim Horton’s Restaurant communities
who
have
limited
access
to
opportunities for personal growth and
development.
These youth come from families where
the household income is below the
low income cut off (LICO) in Canada
or the U.S. Census Poverty Threshold
as defined by the government in
Canada & the U.S.

From 1974 to 2016
Over 200,000 kids have attended a Tim Horton’s camp. By 2016,
there were six Tim Horton camps running classic
summer camp
sessions throughout the summer for kids aged 9 to 12.
Kids attending those camps came for a 10-day, “once in a lifetime”
experience filled with fun, adventure, new challenges, new friends,
etc. When they turned 13 those kids could apply to enter the Youth
Leadership Program (YLP), which operated at a seventh camp, and
was for kids aged 13 to 17.
The YLP was, and is, a five year program. Each year of the program
is intentionally designed to build upon the year before with an increased level of challenge, additional leadership opportunities, and
targeted skill development.
Wilderness Tripping has always been a key part of the YLP for levels
2 through 5.

6 Summer camps

Create a plan, with
success indicators.

+1 with wilderness trips

Assign responsibilities,
with regular check-ins.

7 camps in 5 provinces
and 1 state. What camp
is doing what trips?

Set parameters
and expectations
for wilderness
trips at each level.

After a several year study of the impacts of the camp
experience upon our campers, it was determined that
the best results were as a result of repeated camp
experiences during the middle and high school ages.
And so the decision was made to end our traditional
summer camp program for kids aged 9 to 12, and go
all in on the YLP. That meant that at the end of a camp
session, we could happily say, “See you next year!” to
even more kids.
That also meant that six camps in four different provinces and one state were about to implement a wilderness tripping program from the ground up in just less
than 9 months.

What can/will the
participants do?
Establish eligibility
criteria.

You’re going to
need a lot more
guide staff! Start
recruiting earlier.

Permanent staff at the
camps have different
levels of wilderness
experience. They need a
visceral understanding of
what a wilderness trip
experience feels like to
our campers. Take them
backpacking in Arizona.

A former co-worker
is with a Nat’l Forest!
They are willing to
help plan routes!
Take a shortcut if you
roll a 1 or 2.

Establish guidelines for
how to scout a route.
Scout all routes! You get to
go on some too!

Visit all trail heads and
verify access. Verify
emergency services in
the area too.

Forge relationships
with managers at
public areas you
intend to use. Find
champions everywhere!

Document access
and evac points
along every route.
Include camp site
options.

(Heads Up, 2008).
They’re highly impressionable at this
age, developing opinions, and developing their sense of what is right and
wrong. They’re also at an age to be able
to reason and think more abstractly,
able to see the “grays” instead of viewing the world in black and white.

Let staff know (and
demonstrate through
your positive response!)
that it’s always okay to
ask questions about
safety concerns.

Rough out some routes
using published info and
land managers’ advice.

Plan ahead for
route closures and
modifications. 20%
more routes than
projected need.

Reference and credit
quality sources.

- Learning and innovation

(Canadian Center for Child Protection,
2011).

How to combat
the “what
happens on trip,
stays on trip”
subculture?

Take a step back.
Compare what’s
been done to
main objectives.
Still on track?

Do the routes all have a
“Wow” factor? Review all
the scouting reports (and
pictures); pay attention to
the risk assessments.

Management

Leadership

-Planning & budgeting

-Establishing direction

-Organizing & staffing

-Aligning people

-Controlling & problem

-Motivating & inspiring

solving

Adapted from Hitchen, Worley & Ross, Integrated Strategic Change,
and Beckhard, Changing the Essence.

During training trips,
open discussion on
human factors that
can increase risk. Do
these show up in
crew members? How
about crew
leadership?

The Canadian
Rockies are still
cold in June.
Get warmer
equipment for
that camp.

7 Camps with
wilderness trips

You want staff to
have reliable
personal gear.
Partner with
suppliers to set up
pro deals.

Good communication
reduces risk.
Implement an
equipment labelling
system to be used at all
camps.

How will we review
a critical incident?
Who? Timeline?
Method?

Define what shall happen on
a training trip.
(Unplanned route change,
heat exhaustion, rehearse an
evac, etc.)

Turns out, field staff all
have strong opinions
on equipment.

Stuff breaks. Often on
trip. Build spare
equipment and repair
kits into the needs for
each camp.

Needs Leadership and Management

- Decision making and resource allocation

Teens are willing to take risks in order to
gain acceptance from peers, and are
likely to make choices based on immediate
consequences
and
peer
acceptance rather than future consequences or adult judgment

Go back 2.

A major equipment
supplier is ready to
donate much of
what’s needed. Take
a shortcut if you roll
a 1 or 2.

Create gear list.

- Project management

That major supplier got purchased.
No donation this year. Hope you
have another plan.

Plan trip menu options to
account for allergies and
other dietary needs. Assess
the risks of youth running a
food pack out!

Create a manual for
training. How about a
field guide that goes
on trips?

- People transition and development

September!? What month
is it now? #&%@!

IPhone to roll die

Get equipment feedback
from other organizations.
Test a wide variety of
equipment.

belonging with peers is central to their
self-confidence. They may put up with
being treated poorly in an effort to maintain acceptance by peers.

When is the best time to
order equipment from
manufacturers?

Define route notes. And
pictures.

What equipment do
the different trip types
need? What personal
equipment do we
need to supply our
youth?

- Engagement and commitment/
communication

While this time in their lives is one of
great opportunity, it is also one of increased risk. Young people worry about
how others see them and are highly
sensitive to the judgment of others. The
need for acceptance and the feeling of

Well-cared for equipment is
another way to manage risk.
Share storage and repair
methods to foster ownership.
Include what tools to have
and how to use them.

What is our risk
tolerance?

What is available in
each area? What are
sources of route information in parks and
other natural areas?

In terms of developmental milestones,
youth aged 12 to 16 years old are still
developing and defining how they think,
feel, and interact with others. They are
making more
independent choices
about their friends, studying, school,
and generally deciding “who they want
to be”

At Summer’s End, 2016

And then...

The Back Story

The Youth We Serve

Change Management Strategy

Why This Age Group?

Create a partnership for
consistent wilderness medical
training for all field staff
Lower your risk by
contracting transportation
to and from trailheads to
third party transportation
suppliers. Staff can focus on
the trip not the road.

Sort out field
support and
response plans.
Who is doing
what and with
whom are they
communicating?

Utilize other organizations.
General Managers and
Program Managers take a
Wilderness Risk
Management course with
NOLS.

Lower the risk of crews taking
incorrect equipment. Create a
colour by size system for
equipment. Green dry bags are
10 L, orange are 30 L, etc.
Works for personal equipment
too, like socks.
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Change Management: Creating a Wilderness
Risk Management Culture from the Ground Up

